Modulation of factor V levels in plasma by polymorphisms in the C2 domain.
Functional polymorphisms contributing to coagulation factor levels are preferential markers for association studies aimed at identifying prothrombic genetic components. Factor V (FV) microsatellite genotypes were found to be associated with FV levels (P=0.003). Single nucleotide polymorphisms analysis and sequencing of the promoter and of coding regions identified two polymorphisms (Met2120Thr, Asp2194Gly) present in 20% of the population (n=1013) that are responsible for genotype-phenotype associations. The effect of the Met2120Thr polymorphism, both in plasma (mean reduction of FV level in the heterozygous condition: 25%) and in recombinant FV studies (34% reduction), was comparable to that of the Asp2194Gly change (20% and 34%, respectively). The study of 10 subjects with a rare genotype indicated that the Asp2194Gly substitution is the functional determinant of the reduced FV levels associated with the FVHR2 haplotype. Among Leiden carriers, the doubly heterozygous condition for FV2120Thr was found to be associated with a significantly increased activated protein-C resistance (APCR) (P<0.05), and the doubly heterozygous condition for FV2194Gly was found to be more frequent (P=0.009) in symptomatic than in asymptomatic subjects. Extensive analysis of FV polymorphisms indicated that changes in the C2 domain modulate FV levels and might increase APCR and thrombotic risk in FV Leiden carriers through a pseudohomozygous mechanism.